
Oil

For a second straight day, the international oil markets edged down in yesterday’s trading. The OPEC countries are about to negotiate 
the future of their production cut deal, and the first signals are not pointing towards an agreement. This is bearish for the oil market, as 
we might see increasing production if the countries do not agree on extending the output cuts. The Brent front month contract closed 
Thursday at 60,38 USD/bbl, 0,43 USD/bbl for the day. We expect a slight rebound Friday.

Gas
The uncertainty on the markets caused by the French nuclear issues remains high, and led to the third straight bullish day on the Eu-
ropean gas markets yesterday. It added to the upside that the weather forecasts for Europe are getting colder, and we might soon see 
storage levels fall from the current status close to 100 %.

Coal
There is still fear, that France has to shut down some of its nuclear reactors due to safety issues, and this caused the European coal 
market to edged back up in yesterday’s trading. Demand for coal is set to increase sharply if indeed we will see lower French nuclear 
availability during the forthcoming winter. Friday, we expect a downwards correction.

Carbon
Yesterday, the European carbon emission market was driven by the same issues as the coal market, rising because of the French nu-
clear concerns and the possibility of higher fuel demand during winter, which would also mean increased buying activity on the carbon 
market. The benchmark quota contract was up 0,16 EUR/t, closing at 26,43 EUR/t. 

Hydro

The Nordic hydro balance is improving due to the wet weather conditions. According to analyst agency PointCarbon, the balance is 
expected in a surplus of 5,1 TWh in two weeks’ time, the highest level in three months. There are no major changes to the outlook early 
Friday, with the high precipitation expected to continue throughout next week. Since this is rather unchanged, it should not cause any 
major fluctuations on the Nordic power market today.

Germany
On the German power market, we saw a modest increase yesterday, as bullish coal and carbon markets led to rising prices for the Cal-
20 contract, which ended up climbing 0,15 EUR/MWh before closing at the day at 49,90 EUR/MWh. Falling prices on the short end of the 
curve due to windier weather forecasts limited the upside however.

Equities
Thursday’s big news on the financial markets was the ECB decision to cut interest rates, something which was rather well received by 
the stock markets, where we saw a modest upturn. The markets are awaiting further news from the US-China trade wars, but there is 
optimism right now as to new negotiations taking place soon. The Asian markets are rising as well early Friday.

Conclusion

Yesterday, the Nordic power market had to make up for the late losses on the German power market the day before, and we therefore 
saw losses despite the fact that most other markets were up. The Q4-19 contract was down 1,10 EUR/MWh, closing at 37,65 EUR/
MWh, with wet weather forecasts adding to the downside. The YR-20 contract fell 0,25 EUR/MWh, settling at 35,35 EUR/MWh. Today, 
we expect the market to calm down a bit following some days with big fluctuations.
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11-sep 33,93 34,81 33,69 33,87 46,91 29,64 32,32 August 41,63 42,88 36,18 39,65 42,90 34,90 34,90 August 47,11 38,59 79,49

12-sep 37,75 37,75 32,28 34,47 43,98 29,38 31,55 Q4-19 44,05 45,60 38,78 41,03 45,15 37,65 37,65 Q4-19 47,36 44,47 0,00

13-sep 35,32 37,76 32,13 33,41 47,63 29,53 31,74 2020 42,95 43,95 37,18 38,93 42,68 35,48 35,35 2020 48,65 46,53 0,00


